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EDITO 

New technologies encourage 
new creations with original 
content and tools. 

Some actors of the education 
and training field have seen the 
use of these technologies as 
an opportunity to create new 
training tools. 

How to make learning more 
attractive? How to bring back 
people to the school system? 
How to offer an alternative to 
the traditional system of 
education? 

Ambitious challenges for the 
transmedia field and new 
opportunities for a better 
learning experience! 

 

 

 
 

VAHUR PUIK  

Ajapaik.ee 

 

Ajapaik.ee is an Estonian transmedia project aiming at approaching 

history in an innovative way. It can be considered as a new form of 

education and training through the intersection of knowledge and digital 

tools. We interviewed Vahur Puik, a representative of the project, to 

discuss the evolution of Ajapaik.ee and its educational dimension. 

 

Can you describe the Ajapaaik.ee project?  

This project aims at archiving historical pictures and cataloging them on a map. 

The audience is invited to participate. Visitors can indicate where the pictures 

have been taken with their personal knowledge of the area, and they are invited 

to describe them. We can also archive paintings. 
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WE INTERVIEWED….   

How does the transmedia aspect bring an added value to your project? 

Among the current online-stored pictures, there is a very large amount of pictures, not easily accessible, and in a specific 

language. The Ajapaik.ee project brings together clearly all the historical pictures in Estonia, archiving the pictures and 

restituting them on an interactive map. 

The storytelling aspect is also very positive. The audience participates, it helps to have accurate information from people 

who know their homes and cities. This project involves the local audience, people feel more concerned. For now, 6500 

users have contributed. 

The use of the Internet broadens the audience. We have also developed a mobile application to involve everyone. 

Pictures are connected to the map, with a navigation, a GPS. People can see where they are, and where are the pictures 

around them. 

 

 

On the educational aspect, what can be the contribution of your project? 

Our project has a real educational purpose. We believe that if someone has an old photo, it gives a particular educational 

focus, we can see the details of some places and monuments. By doing this, we see what has changed historically. 

For the more formal education, the action to participate in this type of project can be positive for students, participating 

in the description of the history. People need a real reflection to participate, it helps to learn about the evolution of 

buildings, renovation, how buildings complement each other, it allows to discover new things. It is an "active approach" 

rather than a passive one towards history. It is a tool that allows the public, especially the younger, to discover things 

by themselves. 

This allows the memory process to set up... 

By connecting these pictures to the map, we "restitute" some places, this is part of education to make a working memory. 

We have some pictures of monuments that do not exist anymore for historical reasons. But also of monuments of the 

Soviet era, which bring questions about the history of Estonia. Recently, we have cooperated with the Estonian heritage 

board, who identified our platform as a very useful tool.  

How is your project funded? 

We have public support from the Estonian state (the Ministry of Education, and also of culture), and an Estonian center 

separated from public policies. We wish to respond to a European call. We currently have relations with Norway, and 

we are looking for more international partnerships



 

 
 
 
 
 
TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGICAL TOOLS  

 

 

The tech giant Google bought the French start-up Moodstocks 

Google recently announced the acquisition of the French start-up 

Moodstock. The tech giant wants to further its advantage in terms of 

picture recognition with a smartphone. The Moodstock team will 

continue its researches as part of Google France. One more step in 

the development of the transmedia strategy for the US company! 

 http://venturebeat.com/2016/07/06/google-buys-machine-

learning-startup-moodstock-to-help-your-phones-camera-

identify-objects/ 

 

 

LATEST PROJECTS  

 

Convoi 77, a European project to restore the memory of the last deportees from 

Drancy to Auschwitz 

The memory work and the understanding of History in its darkest hours is an essential component of learning in our 

societies. “Convoi 77” is a European project that uses an online platform to restore the memory of the last deportees 

from Drancy to Auschwitz. The digital aspect of the project is core in order to involve individuals who have information 

about this historical episode, to attract the younger audience and make them aware of their continent’s History in a new 

way. The European dimension of the project also shows the ability of European actors to restore a memory in a common 

understanding and cooperation. 

 http://www.convoi77.org/en/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.convoi77.org/en/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/anykeyh/15607697348/in/photolist-pMcwE9-agSJHn-fHr5pX-ae1cnm-aaBHGD-aeuiYT-e8Z9yL-gA3McR-a39Vsb-a99Hec-afa19p-auX7aW-a8wg5A-a7VvLi-aibQoL-fTLDNL-a9LP1n-2SiEL-o5ENFe-rdPrYE-HmW7ni-o3Cphs-rZ6hCh-2SiKK-nNc8xX-97DABC-o5EQ1i-o7ocNM-d9WXFt-dTm8TY-aaXKSf-vmH4pg-vmH3kT-v58Esb-v58DrJ-v5gd3v-vmH4Up-v58BZq-vn3Xrv-v58Cqf-vn3Vna-vn3VJn-vn42C6-aUm784-v58yTW-v58Fyh-it54T1-abiCaq-aaUVkP-aaUyp8
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LATEST PROJECTS  

 

 « Traits de caractères », new ways to learn Chinese  

Chinese is considered as one of the most complicated language in the 

world. It is the only living language that uses symbols rather than 

letters. With the emergence of China as a new economic power, the 

interest in learning this language has grown up. "Traits de caractères" 

attempts to combine the growing attraction of this language and its 

grammar obstacle through an innovative transmedia project 

combining animation and learning. Learning Chinese becomes a 

game! 

 http://www.lepole.org/lab-o-2016-traits-de-caracteres-les-

films-du-square/ 

 

 

EdGamer, a reflection about education in video games 

Gaming has progressively proven itself a useful and alternative way 

of learning, with the development of serious games for instance. Video 

games have also emerged as a core media in the past decade, and 

the new generation is accustomed to its sometimes daily utilization. 

The re-appropriation of games, including video game, as a learning 

tool is an intelligent way to create an educational sphere. EdGamer is 

a website that leads a reflection on the development of education 

through gaming. 

 http://edgamer.net/ 

 

 

Raise awareness towards environment through a transmedia project  

Argentinian Francisco Gabrielli mounted a transmedia project, which goal is to educate children about environmental 

issues. His product teaches citizens of tomorrow to be more respectful of the environment, while making them participate 

in a beautiful and poetic storytelling. This project also shows an opportunity for Argentina to take advantage of its 

strengths - cinema and social awareness – and to integrate them into new technological developments. 

 

 

 http://www.mdzol.com/video/677780-un-proyecto-transmedia-que-trabajara-con-las-escuelas/ 

 

 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/quinnanya/2266179816/in/photolist-4sfLiN-9oBYLv-bwDiKn-aASd2L-bwDg7t-fNdfcG-doaFuA-5gAEwW-8WawdW-doanLv-MktT9-dz79WJ-e5CEMA-bwDhyz-caQiS3-6pLTH6-6tizcv-6tizgM-6tnHMC-cbuEWQ-broR8x-bnTtZn-6MMUw-EkKh5B-iSNw3H-EkKtfx-broQVg-broR1F-6tivTF-skfWR-6tizez-broVqk-brppq6-5gAA91-DomvwR-brSkDK-bok5R7-broFmr-brSm8M-7hLaxH-3ga2E3-brSm6g-broR4T-aGSPJc-broTJT-3g5Dyz-3ga2Vw-broUjz-bbtPA6-brpMd2
https://www.flickr.com/photos/torley/2992817483/in/photolist-5ysYnr-4xvp4Y-eYogDg-7Ugm6h-eYxfh5-JHVZn-4Bx8ro-67tNgV-4zNMRY-eUxAsM-f4q4u1-oKHDff-4xvaNw-4w3Q65-7f3RzS-cCDvzG-4uagMM-8GLCbk-eX4Eh8-3y6du8-4xvmDj-mn4d9n-4eMm88-MTj2Q-eZg7wL-4JdfAf-4Bx2rJ-2XzhJx-BVa7hN-4reGZY-eit9GP-4awSzu-2HiSsm-4qNvFs-7Zc9WA-78NAmx-5ukLx2-skufdx-4e2AMT-37Cs1q-9yaHAR-bxY7b-8bqJzE-4XXPvy-2YeERo-5rHVoL-67uYbf-8orZCu-66AxwE-4Fpkz7
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LATEST PROJECTS  

 

When transmedia encourages the youth to read 

Gleerups interactive books are a complete digital teaching material adapted to 

studying in school. This multi-screen tool allows teachers both to provide a highly 

interactive course and to engage more intensively students. [In Swedish] 

 https://www.gleerups.se/digitala-laromedel/interaktiv-bok 

 

 

EXPERT INSIGHTS   
 

When transmedia rocks traditional learning… 

The integration of technological tools in the traditional teaching methods 

is increasing. Transmedia has the potential to make education more 

interactive and to implement a transversal integration of different fields 

and disciplines, an approach that proved its capacity of maximizing the 

learning process. These trends show a real evolution towards more active 

participation on the students’ behalf. A very positive approach for a better, 

long-term orientated education!  

 http://www.thedigitalshift.com/2014/06/featured/many-ways-tell-story-

transmedia-transforming-education-classrooms/ 

 

 

Transmedia & Design, new learning skills 

CMU College of Make-Up Art and Design in Toronto provides students with amazing 

skills in the design and creation of animated characters. However, the university has 

lately felt the need to accentuate the transmedia dimension of its formation and now 

offers to students the ability to develop multiplatform storytelling skills that will enable 

them to thinks, develop and produce work in several formats at once – something 

the industry is craving for.  

 http://playbackonline.ca/2016/06/03/curriculum-chimera-how-schools-are-

creating-new-hybrid-skill-sets/ 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thedigitalshift.com/2014/06/featured/many-ways-tell-story-transmedia-transforming-education-classrooms/
http://www.thedigitalshift.com/2014/06/featured/many-ways-tell-story-transmedia-transforming-education-classrooms/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mikecogh/7691519996/in/photolist-cHF3VJ-9A1fUF-cnGQKo-eb33pW-9Liu5Q-ayffxE-9fXEHk-oxegfZ-atmpCC-gs5YRr-dKi6Gu-aDrg8A-9t1M7P-5sCpQe-8TueYd-6zHu2T-9A1h9v-9A3SSE-pewnLh-5NXnYg-9kiT97-7K3V3p-6zMEeC-9A3Emy-8Tueky-bpACkB-8Tucs5-atmpNL-8Tue9G-5bYHV4-pvZnXR-9RDLMo-atmprw-qbsftN-9XfS54-9A1ucF-avxjtF-eiJaeH-9A12Kp-atiL5M-fq38eB-qbkkb6-5NXo5V-hzwgY-ch5hsA-iGRg2-mXmRsx-5NXoeB-qCuPs5-jJxuJ
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E-learning advocates for students participation at its core  

Back in the 2000s, e-learning was already experiencing a boom - since it facilitates learning for all, even those who live 

far from university and education centers or are impeded through lack of money. Yet, e-learning has also been blamed 

because the human and interactive aspect were missing, compared to traditional, practical forms of teaching. Today, 

digital learning has integrated this reproach in its approach through becoming more interactive and situating the 

student’s participation at its core – paradoxically, digital learning now puts the human at its center through the 

combination of games, quizzes, interactions, creation…   

 http://www.widoobiz.com/l-entrepreneur-pratique/creation-reprise-entreprise/les-chroniques-des-experts-

afnor/e-learning-mort/73150 

 

 
 
Follow us:  

 

  http://www.eurotransmedia.eu/ 

  @Eurotransmedia  

   https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=7450407 

 

 

Contact:  
  

Joséphine Rohner                                           

European Projects Manager 

Tel. +33 (0)1 40 41 74 97 

josephine.rohner@capdigital.com 

Cap Digital, Business Cluster For Digital Content and Services 
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